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ABSTRACT
Microbial electrolysis is a recently developed technology for generating hydrogen
gas from organic matter that relies on two sources of energy: bacterial oxidization of
organic matter, and electricity. The reactors used for this process, called microbial
electrolysis cells (MECs), have always included a membrane to prevent bacterial
consumption of the produced hydrogen and to ensure high hydrogen recoveries.
However, substantial voltage losses in system performance have been attributed to the
inclusion of a membrane.
It is shown here that high hydrogen recoveries and production rates are possible
without the presence of a membrane. Performance of an MEC lacking a membrane was
investigated in batch operation at various applied voltages (0.2 V < Eap < 0.8 V) using a
mixed culture and acetate as a substrate at two different solution conductivities (7.5 and
20 mS/cm). Overall energy recoveries using the 7.5 mS/cm solution averaged 78 ± 4%
with a maximum of 84 ± 2% at an applied voltage of 0.4 V. The efficiency relative to
only the electrical energy input decreased with applied voltage from 406 ± 6% (Eap = 0.3
V) to 194 ± 2% (Eap = 0.8 V). The maximum production rate was 3.12 ± 0.02 m3-H2/m3reactor per day (m3-H2/m3-d) at Eap = 0.8 V (7.5 mS/cm), and increasing the solution
conductivity increased the production rate for 0.3 V < Eap < 0.6 V.
Reactors with membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were also tested to
investigate their usefulness for hydrogen production. Two MEAs using Nafion
membranes (N-117 and NRE-212) were examined with a platinum catalyst on either one
or both sides of the MEA using a mixed bacteria culture and acetate as the substrate.
Current densities as high as 3.3 ± 0.8 A/m2 (two sided catalyst MEA, Eap = 0.6 V) were
obtained, but the highest overall energy recoveries were obtained with the MEA with the
catalyst on only one side (17.2 – 55.9 %, 0.4 V < Eap < 1.0 V). The MEAs were limited
by their high surface electrical conductivity, and a reactor design that caused decreased
system performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 2003, Nobel Laureate Dr. Richard Smalley stated that “energy is the single
most critical challenge facing humanity” [1]. Whether we examine life on a macroscale
or a nanoscale, without energy, the largest structures could not be built nor the smallest
organisms survive. However, the world is facing an epic dilemma. The majority of
energy is derived from fossil fuels, which are non-sustainable resources that at some
point may be completely exhausted. Furthermore, increasing concerns over the impacts
of these resources on global climate, human health, and ecosystems around the world are
prompting researchers to find renewable alternatives for meeting our growing energy
demand.
In 2005 global energy consumption passed 460 quadrillion (1015) BTUs, an
increase of roughly 63% since 1980 [2]. The United States alone consumed over 21% of
this amount. The projected forecast is for global consumption to increase another 57%
between 2004 and 2030, with fossil fuels expected to continue as the largest contributor
to meeting the growing demand [3]. Relying on fossil fuels is a concern because of their
link to global climate change [4]. If the world exhausts the entire accessible supply of
fossil reserves, it is predicted that the concentration of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide
(CO2) will surpass 2,000 ppm, which would lead to an unprecedented shift in the world’s
ecosystems [5]; thus clean and renewable alternatives are critical for addressing the needs
of our future generations and the health of the environment.
Although energy issues have become a top priority in industrialized nations
around the world, undeveloped countries are struggling with another problem that is
connected to energy: adequate drinking water and sanitation. In 2002, over 2.6 billion
people lacked improved sanitation and 1.1 billion were without fresh drinking water [6].
One factor contributing to these large numbers is the lack of easily accessible energy
resources in developing countries [7]. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where only 36% of its
1

citizens have access to proper sanitation, many rural and isolated communities lack direct
electricity access to power pumps and treatment facilities. Industrialized nations, which
have over 98% sanitation coverage, have complex electricity grids that are accessible for
operating full-scale water and wastewater treatment plants [6]. One step towards
providing developing nations with clean water and sanitation is to develop new
technologies that can produce power on-site for treatment facilities in even the most
isolated places around the world.
Two promising technologies that may be able to help with the issues surrounding
global energy demand and worldwide water and sanitation issues are microbial fuel cells
(MFCs) and microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) [8]. In an MFC, bacteria oxidize organic
matter, producing protons and electrons. The bacteria transfer the electrons to an
electrode called an anode where they travel around a circuit through an external
resistance (such as a light bulb) and end at a second electrode called a cathode. At the
cathode the electrons, protons, and ambient oxygen combine together, and with the help
of a catalyst, they react to form water. MECs are similar except that the cathode is sealed
to remove oxygen, and an additional input of electricity is added to produce hydrogen gas
at the cathode. MFCs and MECs can utilize a wide range of biodegradable organic
material from agricultural residues to animal wastewater [9, 10]. Of particular interest is
domestic wastewater because it has been shown to contain more than nine times the
energy that goes into processing and treating it [11]. Furthermore, with electricity
accounting for over 80% of municipal water treatment costs and around 4% of total US
electricity devoted to powering the water and wastewater infrastructure, using MFCs and
MECs to extract some of the energy in wastewater may allow treatment facilities to
function as stand-alone operations and power nearby communities [12, 13]. This potential
application would also be promising for isolated communities in developing countries
that cannot easily plug-in to an electrical grid.
In order to accelerate the development of MFCs and MECs for full-scale
operation in both developed and undeveloped countries, they must be affordable. One of
the largest costs associated with these two bioelectrochemical technologies is the
materials, such as the catalysts and electrodes [14, 15]. In particular, the membrane that is
2

often used to separate the anode and cathode chambers can be expensive. The most
commonly used membrane is a proton exchange membrane invented by DuPont and sold
by Ion Power, Inc. known as Nafion, which can cost around $1400/m2 [16]. Alternatives
to Nafion have been tested, such as anionic exchange membranes, yet at $80/m2, building
a large-scale reactor for a wastewater treatment plant could still require a substantial
initial cost [17, 18]. Furthermore, membrane biofouling and maintenance are long-term
costs that are also a concern over a membrane’s lifetime and these factors also contribute
to the economic feasibility of new technologies [19].
Since membranes are considered a substantial cost for full-scale MECs, the main
purpose of this thesis was to investigate the potential for operating a MEC without a
membrane as contrasted to a MEC with a Nafion membrane. By showing that high
hydrogen recoveries and production rates are possible without a membrane, substantial
progress towards accelerating this technology forward can be made. With a step closer
towards full-scale application, this unique technology can begin to help with the growing
energy demand and assist developing countries with the development of adequate
sanitation facilities.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Biological hydrogen production is increasingly receiving attention because it is
seen as a sustainable and carbon-neutral method for producing hydrogen gas [20].
Renewable production methods include direct or indirect biophotolysis and photo or dark
fermentation [21]. In particular, producing hydrogen through dark fermentation is a
promising technology primarily because it exhibits high hydrogen production rates (120
mmol-H2/L-h) compared to other biological production methods such as photosynthetic
means (0.07 to 0.16 mmol-H2/L-h) [22]. However, if glucose is used as the model
substrate, hydrogen yields in dark fermentation are limited to 4 mol-H2/mol-glucose if
only acetate is produced (Equation 2.1) and 2 mol-H2/mol-glucose if butyrate is produced
(Equation 2.2) despite the theoretical potential of 12 mol-H2/mol-glucose (Equation 2.3)
[20, 23, 24].
−

C6 H 12 O6 + 4 H 2 O → 2CH 3COO − + 4 H 2 + 2 HCO3 + 4 H +

(2.1)

kJ
Δ r G 0 / = −206.3 mol

−

C 6 H 12 O6 + 2 H 2 O → CH 3CH 2 CH 2 COO − + 2 HCO3 + 3H + + 2 H 2

(2.2)

kJ
Δ r G 0 / = −254.8 mol

−

C 6 H 12 O6 + 12 H 2 O → 6 HCO3 + 6 H + + 12 H 2

(2.3)

kJ
Δ r G 0 / = +3.2 mol

In order to make hydrogen production from wastewater a viable option, conversion
efficiencies need to be around 60 – 80%, yet typically only 15% of the energy of the
4

substrate is converted into hydrogen [20]; thus alternative methods for recovering some
of the remaining 85% of the energy is required.
Converting the remaining organic matter, such as acetate, into hydrogen requires
an input of external energy because alone the reactions are not thermodynamically
favorable. Since the Gibb’s free energy (∆rGo/) is positive for the formation of hydrogen
gas from acetate (Equation 2.4), this reaction is not spontaneous under standard
conditions (T = 25oC, pH = 7, P = 1 bar) [24].
−

CH 3COO − + 4 H 2 O → 4 H 2 + 2 HCO3 + H +

(2.4)
kJ
Δ r G o ' = +104.6 mol

Similarly, for butyrate, the reaction at standard conditions is not spontaneous (Equation
2.5) [24].
−

CH 3CH 2 CH 2 COO − + 10 H 2 O → 10 H 2 + 4 HCO3 + 3H +

(2.5)

kJ
Δ r G o ' = +257.3 mol

Therefore, energy must be invested in order to make these reactions favorable. One
method of adding energy is through the use of photosynthetic processes, such as
photofermentation, but as noted above the production rates through light-assisted
processes are low and the technology in general has several hurdles before reaching
large-scale production [21].
Another method is to add electrical energy through a process known as
electrohydrogenesis, and the reactors operated in this manner are referred to as microbial
electrolysis cells (MECs). In a related technology known as microbial fuel cells (MFCs),
the anode potential (EAn) is typically around − 0.3 V (vs. normal hydrogen electrode,
NHE) [14, 16]. If acetate is used as a substrate at the anode, then bacteria oxidize the
acetate into protons and electrons (Equation 2.6).
5

−

CH 3COO − + 4 H 2 O → 2 HCO3 + 9 H + + 8e −

(2.6)

The electrons then travel through a wire to a cathode and combine with the free protons
in solution; however, this does not occur spontaneously. In order to produce hydrogen at
the cathode from the combination of these protons and electrons (Equation 2.7), a
cathode potential (ECat) of at least -0.414 V is needed under standard biological
conditions (T = 25oC, pH = 7, PH2 = 1 bar) (Equation 2.8).
8H + + 8e − → 4 H 2

ECat = E o / −

ECat = 0 −

(2.7)

H2
RT
ln
8
nF
H+

(2.8)

( )

(8.31 molJ− K )(298.15K )
1
ln
−
(8e )(96485 molC ) (10 −7 )8

= −0.414 V

Thus the overall cell potential necessary for a MEC to produce hydrogen at the cathode
under these conditions is:
E emf = E Cat − E An = (− 0.414 V ) − (− 0.300 V ) = −0.114 V

(2.9)

Because the cell voltage is negative, the reaction is not spontaneous, but by adding a
voltage > 0.114 V, the reaction becomes favorable and the electrons and protons can now
migrate to the cathode, combine, and form hydrogen gas. In practice due to overpotentials
(difference between the theoretical and actual potential) at the anode and cathode about
0.200 V or greater must be applied to achieve measurable production rates [18]. Although
adding the additional voltage creates a favorable reaction, the kinetics also have to be
taken into account, and in particular at the cathode a catalyst (precious or non-precious) is
needed for the reduction of protons to electrons. Thus the process of augmenting bacterial
6

oxidation of organic matter with an input of electrical energy has been termed
electrohydrogenesis or biocatalyzed electrolysis (Figure 2.1) [18, 25].
Power supply
e-

e-

e-

e-

Organic matter
2 H+ + 2eH+

CO2 + H+ + e-

Anode

Membrane

H2

Cathode

Figure 2.1 Schematic of typical MEC construction and operation. Gray boxes are the electrodes,
green ovals are bacteria, and the yellow circle represents organic matter (ie – acetate).

Theoretically, a more energetic substrate than acetate could be used to produce hydrogen
spontaneously without an additional input of electricity. At standard conditions and using
glucose, the theoretical anode potential is EAno/ = -0.428 V [26]. Combining this potential
with the cathode potential needed to evolve hydrogen at the cathode would yield a
positive value, indicating a spontaneous reaction.
E emf = (− 0.414 V ) − (− 0.428 V ) = 0.014 V

(2.10)

However, under anaerobic conditions glucose can also be fermented, and if acetate,
butyrate, or other fermentation products are produced, the spontaneous conversion to
hydrogen would not occur.
Since the discovery of electrohydrogenesis in 2005, only six studies have
examined MECs in detail. Liu et al. tested a two-bottle system using acetate as a substrate
7

and wastewater as an inoculum [23]. They reported hydrogen recoveries of over 90% and
indicated that the low electrical energy demand (0.5 kWh/m3-H2 at Eap = 0.25 V) was
attractive compared to traditional water electrolysis (4.5 – 5 kWh/m3-H2). At almost the
same time, Rozendal et al. showed hydrogen recoveries of around 57% using a twochambered system with both the anode and cathode pressed against a membrane [25].
They also concluded that MECs were promising and indicated that once optimized, these
systems may be able to reach overall efficiencies of 90% with production rates over 10
m3-H2/m3-reactor/day. In a different study, Rozendal et al. examined an MEC using an
anionic exchange membrane (AEM) and helped to explain the impact of the membrane in
an MEC [27]. These first few studies focused on a pure substrate (acetate), but a later
study examined the potential for using wastewater in an MEC [28]. The biodegradable
organic matter in wastewater was shown to be effectively removed using the MEC, but
hydrogen recoveries were quite low (~16 %) and the authors concluded that
improvements were needed for using MECs to produce hydrogen from wastewater.
Other substrates tested in an MEC include many fermentation products, such as
butyric, lactic, propionic, and valeric acids, with hydrogen recoveries ranging from 67 –
89% [18]. Using glucose, a hydrogen recovery of 71% was obtained, which was 4- to 5times larger than what is typically observed through fermentation. Also, when the MEC
was inoculated using soil bacteria, a hydrogen recovery of 68% was observed using
cellulose as a substrate. On the cathode side, a biological cathode in which bacterial
hydrogenase enzymes were utilized for producing hydrogen was tested and yielded a
hydrogen recovery of roughly 49% [29].
In all of the MEC studies listed above, a key component has always been the
inclusion of a membrane (Figure 2.1), which presumably is used to improve the purity of
the produced hydrogen and to prevent microbial consumption of the hydrogen [18, 23,
25, 27-29]. The most common membrane is a proton exchange membrane (PEM) from
Ion Power, Inc. called Nafion, which is designed using –SO3- functional groups to only
allow free protons (H+) to pass [17]. However, several MFC and MEC studies have noted
that this membrane can also transport other cationic species (Na+, K+, NH4+, Ca2+, and
Mg2+), which in wastewater plus laboratory media at pH = 7 can be 4 – 5 orders of
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magnitude larger than the concentration of H+ [27, 30, 31]. In both MFC and MECs, the
balance of free protons between the anode and cathode chambers is important because
during oxidation at the anode free protons are produced (Equation 2.6), and during
reduction at the cathode, protons are removed (Equation 2.7). If electroneutrality between
the anode and cathode is balanced by the migration of cationic species rather than the free
protons, subsequent acidification of the anode and alkalization of the cathode can occur
[27, 30, 32]. The pH gradient that develops can lead to performance losses in both MFCs
and MECs because as predicted by the Nernst equation (Equation 2.8), a unit change in
pH contributes to a potential loss of 0.06 V [27]. Using a Nafion membrane in an MEC,
Rozendal et al. showed a pH increase of 6.4, which corresponded to a 0.38 V loss of the
applied 1.0 V [27].
Other membranes have also been tested in MFCs and MECs, including anion
exchange membranes (AEMs). Kim et al. tested an AEM in an MFC and showed
improved power production compared to Nafion, a cationic exchange membrane (CEM),
and an ultrafiltration membrane [17]. They attributed the improved performance of the
AEM to the –NH3+ function groups that allowed negatively charged phosphate species
(HPO42- and H2PO4-) to diffuse across the membrane. These anions helped buffer the pH
drop in the anode chamber, while maintaining electroneutrality in both the anode and
cathode chambers. However, the AEM showed the largest increase in pH in the cathode
chamber, which as noted above, can contribute to large potential losses in an MEC.
Rozendal et al. showed how these potential losses can decrease MEC performance by
demonstrating that the pH gradient that developed over an AEM could be attributed to a
loss of 0.26 V of the 1.0 V applied [27]. The authors concluded that an optimized MEC
design must completely eliminate the pH gradient-associated potential losses.
In addition to these losses, several studies have noted diffusional losses of
hydrogen through the membrane along with contaminant gases such as carbon dioxide
and methane collected in the cathode chamber. Rozendal et al. estimated that between 19
and 26 mL of the expected 35 mL of hydrogen gas could have diffused through the
membrane and into the anode chamber [25]. This prediction was supported when they
detected trace amounts of hydrogen in the anode. Similarly, when using a mixed culture
9

the microbiological conversion of methane is still possible because of this diffusional loss
into the anode chamber, and it has been confirmed in multiple studies [18, 25]. Thus,
even though there are several potential losses associated with membranes and gas purity
is not ensured when a membrane is included, a membrane has always been used in MEC
studies.
One method to circumvent some of the voltage losses associated with membranes
in MFCs was to completely remove the membrane [14]. Liu et al. showed that power
could be increased over 88% from 262 mW/m2 to 494 mW/m2 (normalized to cathode
surface area) by removing the membrane [14]. However, the Nafion membrane was
bonded (hot welded) to the cathode and it is possible that this procedure adversely
affected the membrane properties because another study noted that a non-bonded
membrane could produce 514 mW/m2 [17]. Although power production may be similar,
one disadvantage of removing the membrane in an MFC is it reduces the coulombic
efficiency (CE) because it allows bacteria to migrate towards the cathode and oxygen to
diffuse towards the anode. Without a Nafion membrane, reported CEs ranged from 9 –
12%, whereas with the membrane the CEs were 40 – 55% [14].
The main purpose of the research described here was to understand if high
hydrogen recoveries, energy recoveries, and production rates would be possible using an
MEC lacking a membrane. Since hydrogen is relatively insoluble in water (~1.5 mg/L at
T = 25oC and PH2 = 1 bar) and if production rates are high enough, it is likely that
microbial conversion of hydrogen to methane will be slow [33]. Also, since MECs are
completely anaerobic as opposed to MFCs, removing the membrane will not introduce
oxygen to the anode and thus should not negatively impact the coulombic efficiency.
Therefore, a new MEC design lacking a membrane was tested using several features that
have been shown to improve power generation in MFCs, such as ammonia-treated
anodes, high surface area graphite brush anodes, and close electrode spacing (Chapter
III). A second objective was to investigate the potential of using membrane electrode
assemblies (MEAs) in MECs as part of a small business innovation research (SBIR) grant
(Chapter IV).
10

CHAPTER 3
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION IN A MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS
CELL LACKING A MEMBRANE

3.1

Introduction
Microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) have always included a membrane to

presumably prevent microbial consumption of the produced hydrogen and to ensure the
purity of the hydrogen produced. Substantial potential losses have been attributed to the
inclusion of a membrane, along with hydrogen diffusion across the membrane and into
the anode. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are a related technology that have shown
improved performance without a membrane, although at the expense of lower coulombic
efficiency. However, MECs are completely anaerobic, and including a membrane to
prevent oxygen diffusion into the anode chamber is not necessary. Furthermore because
hydrogen is sparingly soluble in water (~1.5 mg/L at T = 25oC and PH2 = 1 bar) and if
hydrogen production rates are substantial without a membrane, my hypothesis is that high
hydrogen and energy recoveries are possible in an MEC lacking a membrane.
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3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1

Reactor Construction
The MEC was constructed from polycarbonate cut to produce a cylindrical

chamber 4 cm long by 3 cm in diameter (empty bed volume of 28 mL) (Figure 3.1). The
anode was an ammonia-treated graphite brush (25 mm diameter x 25 mm length; 0.22 m2
surface area; fiber type: PANEX 33 160K, ZOLTEK), with a specific surface area of
18,200 m2/m3 and porosity of 95%, placed into the center of the chamber [34, 35].

Figure 3.1 Single-chamber MEC with glass collection tube (top), Ag/AgCl reference electrode
(extending from the front), cathode connection (left clip), and anode connection (right clip).

The cathode was wet-proofed (30%) carbon cloth (type B; E-TEK), with a surface area of
7 cm2 and a platinum (Pt) catalyst (0.5 mg/cm2), placed on the opposite side of the
chamber. Gas produced at the cathode in the MEC bubbled into the reactor solution and
was collected using an anaerobic tube (1.6-cm inner diameter and total headspace volume
of 15 mL) glued to the top of the reactor above an opening 1.6-cm in diameter. The top of
12

the tube was sealed with a butyl rubber stopper and an aluminum crimp top. All reactors
were covered with aluminum foil to exclude light.

3.2.2

Startup and Operation
The brush anodes were first enriched with bacteria in a cube-type MFC with a flat

cathode [34]. The MFC was inoculated with suspended mixed culture of bacteria from an
acetate-fed MFC reactor that had been operating for about 11 months [34]. The MFCs
were fed a 50:50 mixture of the inoculum and sodium acetate (1 g/L) in a buffer (50 mM
phosphate buffer, PBS; Na2HPO4, 4.58 g/L and NaH2PO4·H2O, 2.45 g/L, pH = 7.0) and
nutrient solution (NH4Cl, 0.31 g/L; KCl, 0.13 g/L; trace vitamins and minerals) [36].
Once a reactor produced > 0.100 V during a fed-batch cycle, the inoculum was omitted.
When a reproducible maximum voltage was obtained for at least three batch cycles, the
anode was considered fully acclimated and was transferred to an MEC.
MEC reactors were fed the same substrate (1 g/L sodium acetate) and nutrient
solution and were operated in duplicate using a 50 mM PBS buffer (conductivity, γ = 7.5
mS/cm), except as noted when 200 mM PBS (conductivity, γ = 20 mS/cm) was used in
order to examine the effect of solution ionic conductivity on reactor performance. After
each batch cycle, the crimp tops were removed, the contents drained, and the reactors
were left exposed to air for 30−45 minutes in order to inhibit the growth of methanogens.
After adding the medium and re-sealing the anaerobic tube, the reactor liquid was
sparged using ultra high purity (UHP) nitrogen (99.998%) for 20 minutes. All batch tests
were conducted in a constant temperature room (30oC) and the pressure was assumed
constant at 1 atm.
Continuous gas production was recorded using a respirometer (AER-200;
Challenge Environmental) by inserting a needle connected to the collection tubing into
the stopper of the anaerobic tube on the reactor top (Figure 3.2) [28]. Prior to each test,
each flow cell used to measure gas production was sparged with 2 volumes (34 mL) of
UHP nitrogen to remove any remaining gas from the previous cycle. Gas leaving the
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respirometer was collected in gas bags (0.1 L capacity; Cali-5-Bond, Calibrated
Instruments Inc.). Prior to use, the bags were sparged with 3 volumes (0.3 L) of UHP
nitrogen and then vacuum sealed.

Figure 3.2 Experimental setup showing MEC reactor with gas collection tube, power source,
respirometer for continuous gas collection, and gas bag for collecting the produced gas.

A fixed voltage (Eap) was added to the reactor circuit using a power source (model
3645A; Circuit Specialists, Inc.). A resistor (10 Ω) was connected in series with the
power supply and the voltage across the resistor was measured using a multimeter (model
2700; Keithley Instruments, Inc.) to calculate the current. The positive lead of the power
source was connected to the anode and the negative lead was connected to the resistor in
the circuit connecting the electrodes. An Ag/AgCl reference electrode (+0.195 V vs.
NHE, model RE-5B; BASi) was placed in the reactor, and the anode potential recorded
using the multimeter.
Total chemical oxygen demand (COD) analysis of the solution was performed at
the beginning and end of each batch cycle by following a standard method (TNTplus
COD Reagent; HACH Company). Internal resistance data were recorded by
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using a potentiostat (model PC4/750,
Gamry Instruments Inc.) [17].
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3.2.3

Gas Analysis
After each batch cycle, the gas composition in both the anaerobic tube headspace

and gas bag was analyzed by gas chromatography using a gas-tight syringe (250 µL,
Hamilton Samplelock Syringe). The concentrations of H2, N2, and CH4 were analyzed
with one gas chromatograph (GC) (argon carrier gas; model 2610B; SRI Instruments),
and the concentration of CO2 was analyzed with a separate GC (helium carrier gas; model
310, SRI Instruments). Standards were prepared using pure samples of H2, N2, CO2, and
CH4. Since nitrogen served as a dilution gas, it was removed from the calculations in
order to find the concentrations of H2, CO2, and CH4 produced in the system.

3.3

Calculations

3.3.1

Hydrogen yield and production
Reactor performance was evaluated in terms of hydrogen recovery, energy

recovery, volumetric density, and hydrogen production rate. The total theoretical number
of moles of hydrogen produced based on COD removal, nth is

nth =

bH 2 / S v L Δs
MS

(3.1)

Where bH 2 / S = 4 mol - H 2 /mol - C 2 H 4 O2 is the maximum stoichiometric hydrogen
production possible from the substrate, v L = 28 mL is the volume of liquid in the reactor,

Δs (g-COD/L) is the change in substrate concentration over a batch cycle, and M S = 82
g/mol is the substrate (sodium acetate) molecular weight. To convert the COD (gCOD/L) to moles of acetate, a conversion factor of 0.78 g-COD/g-sodium acetate was
used.
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The moles of hydrogen that can be recovered based on the measured current, nCE , is

t

nCE =

∫ I dt

t =0

2F

(3.2)

where I = V/Rex is the current (A) calculated from the voltage across the resistor (10 Ω), 2
is used to convert moles of electrons to moles of hydrogen, F = 96,485 C/mol-e− is
Faraday’s constant, and dt (s) is the interval (20 minutes) over which data were collected.
The coulombic hydrogen recovery is

rCE =

nCE
= CE
nth

(3.3)

where CE is the coulombic efficiency or the moles of electrons recovered as current
versus the total amount of electrons consumed as substrate. The moles of hydrogen
recovered relative to that possible based on the measured current is the cathodic hydrogen
recovery, rCat, calculated as

rCat =

nH 2
nCE

(3.4)

where n H 2 is the number of moles of hydrogen recovered during a batch cycle. The
hydrogen recovery, rH2, was found as
rH 2 = rCE × rCat

(3.5)
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The maximum volumetric hydrogen production rate, Q , measured in m3-H2/m3 of reactor
per day (m3-H2/m3-d) is

Q=

43.2 I v rCat

(3.6)

F c g (T )

where I v (A/m3) is volumetric current density averaged over a 4-hour period of maximum
current production for each batch cycle (See Appendix A) normalized by the liquid
volume, cg is the concentration of gas at a temperature T calculated using the ideal gas
law, and 43.2 is for unit conversion.

3.3.2 Energy recovery
The amount of energy added to the circuit by the power source, adjusted for losses across
the resistor, WE , is
n

(

W E = ∑ I E ap Δt − I 2 Rex Δt

)

(3.7)

1

where Eap (V) is the voltage applied using the power source, Δt (s) is the time increment
for n data points measured during a batch cycle, and Rex = 10 Ω is the external resistor.
Energy balances based on heats of combustion are commonly used for electrolyzers [37]
and for estimating the energy content of organic matter [11]. They have also been used in
a previous MEC study, and therefore the same approach was used here [18]. The amount
of energy added by the substrate is
WS = ΔH S n S

(3.8)
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where ΔH S = 870.28 kJ/mol is the heat of combustion of the substrate, and n S is the
number of moles of substrate consumed during a batch cycle based on COD removal.
The energy efficiency relative to the electrical input,η E , is the ratio of the energy content
of the hydrogen produced to the input electrical energy consumed, or

n H 2 ΔH H 2
WE

ηE =

(3.9)

where ΔH H 2 = 285.83 kJ/mol is the energy content of hydrogen based on the heat of
combustion (upper heating value) and WH 2 = n H 2 ΔH H 2 . The efficiency relative to the
consumed substrate,η S , is

WH 2
WS

ηS =

(3.10)

The overall energy recovery based on both the electricity and substrate inputs,η E + S , is

η E+S =

WH 2
W E + WS

(3.11)

The percentages of energy contributed by the power source ( eE ) and substrate ( eS ) were
calculated as

eE =

WE
WE + WS

(3.12)

eS =

WS
W E + WS

(3.13)
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3.4

Results

3.4.1

Hydrogen production
Hydrogen production rates increased with the applied voltage (ANOVA; p<0.05)

to a maximum of 3.12 ± 0.02 m3-H2/m3-d at Eap = 0.8 V (γ = 7.5 mS/cm; Figure 3.3).
Increasing the conductivity to 20 mS/cm increased the hydrogen production rate for
applied voltages of Eap = 0.3–0.6 V. The hydrogen production rate at 20 mS/cm was 2.61
± 0.1 m3-H2/m3-d (Eap = 0.6 V), while at 7.5 mS/cm the production was 1.99 ± 0.07 m3H2/m3-d. The production rate increased with the higher conductivity solution in part due
to a decreased internal resistance of 10 ± 2 Ω at γ = 20 mS/cm, compared to 20 ± 3 Ω at γ

H2 production rate, Q (m3/m3-d)

= 7.5 mS/cm.

3.5
3.0

20
7.5

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Applied voltage (V)

0.8

0.9

Figure 3.3 Hydrogen production rate as a function of applied voltage using solution
conductivities of γ = 7.5 mS/cm and 20 mS/cm. (Regression lines indicated for 7.5 mS/cm, y =
5.1x – 1.0, R2 = 0.99, 0.2–0.7V; and for 20 mS/cm, y = 6.6x – 1.3, R2 = 0.99, 0.2–0.6 V). (Error
bars ± SD are based on duplicate measurements but typically are smaller than symbol size.)
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At an applied voltage of Eap = 0.7 V, the hydrogen production rate in the high
conductivity solution dropped appreciably and reproducible hydrogen production data at
this applied voltage could not be obtained. Furthermore, after conducting a batch at Eap =
0.7 V in the 20 mS/cm solution, the system produced poor performance at any other
applied voltage indicating irreversible damage to the bacteria in the biofilm. In contrast,
results were reproducible when changing to any other applied potential for Eap<0.6 V.
Although anode potentials became less negative with the increased applied voltage in all
tests (Figure 3.4), at an applied voltage of Eap = 0.7 V in the higher conductivity solution
there was a sharp increase in the anode potential. This indicates damage to the bacteria
that could arise for a number of reasons including a high applied potential, current
density, and solution conductivity. High solution conductivity has been shown to
adversely affect bacteria in MFC tests [38, 39]. Higher current densities alone are likely
not the sole reason for the problem with performance at 0.7 V as higher current densities
obtained in MFC studies (~220 A/m3) have not affected the bacteria [35].

Anode potential (V)
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Applied voltage (V)
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Figure 3.4 Anode potentials (vs Ag/AgCl) as a function of applied voltage using γ = 7.5 mS/cm
and 20 mS/cm. (Based on a single measurement for each conductivity.)
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3.4.2 Hydrogen recoveries
Coulombic efficiencies did not significantly vary with applied voltage and had an
average CE = 92 ± 6% (range: 79 ± 3% to 98 ± 0%; Figure 3.5). These values
demonstrate a high efficiency of capturing electrons from the substrate as current. The
cathodic hydrogen recoveries from the generated current ranged from 78 ± 1% to 96 ±
1% (Eap = 0.3–0.8 V) (Figure 3.5). Cathodic hydrogen recoveries were slightly reduced
using the high conductivity solution (γ = 20 mS/cm) for reasons not well understood.
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Figure 3.5 Cathodic recoveries (closed symbols) and Coulombic efficiencies (open symbols) as a
function of applied voltage using γ = 7.5 mS/cm and 20 mS/cm. (Error bars ± SD are based on
duplicate measurements for each conductivity.)

At Eap = 0.2 V, an appreciable drop in hydrogen recovery occurred for both the
high- and low-conductivity solutions. At this low applied voltage, the reaction time
needed for a complete fed batch cycle, θ, (defined as the time where the current dropped
below 0.5 mA) increased to an average of 66 h, and increased methane concentrations
using the 7.5 mS/cm solution (28 ± 0% at Eap = 0.2 V vs. 4 ± 0% at Eap = 0.3 V) were
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measured in the gas produced (Figure 3.6). In contrast, at higher voltages hydrogen
concentrations were greater than 87 ± 0% (7.5 mS/cm) and 86 ± 3% (20 mS/cm). Thus, it
is concluded that at Eap = 0.2 V the low recovery of hydrogen was primarily due to the
reduced cathodic hydrogen recovery, which resulted from an increase in methanogenesis
at the increased reaction times.
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Figure 3.6 Hydrogen, methane, and carbon dioxide concentrations at each applied voltage using γ
= 7.5 mS/cm. Reaction time (RT) is shown on the secondary axis (Error bars ± SD are based on
duplicate measurements.)

3.4.3

Overall energy recoveries
The overall energy recoveries ranged from η E + S = 75 ± 1% to 86 ± 2% for the 7.5

mS/cm solution, and from 66 ± 6% to 80 ± 4% for the 20 mS/cm solution at applied
voltages > 0.3 V (Figure 3.7). On average, energy recoveries were η E + S = 78 ± 4% for
the 7.5 mS/cm solution and 72 ± 6% for the 20 mS/cm solution. Energy recoveries were
not significantly correlated with applied voltage over this range (Eap = 0.3−0.8 V;
ANOVA, p > 0.38). The energy recoveries decreased sharply at Eap = 0.2 V at both
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solution conductivities, for reasons described above relative to hydrogen cathodic
recoveries.
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Figure 3.7 Overall energy recoveries as a function of applied voltage using two different solution
conductivities (γ = 7.5 mS/cm and 20 mS/cm). Averages (solid lines) are calculated using only
data for applied voltages of 0.3-0.8 V. (Error bars ± SD are based on duplicate measurements for
each conductivity.)

3.4.4

Electrical energy and substrate efficiency
The efficiency relative to only the electrical input ranged from 194 ± 2% (Eap =

0.8 V) to 406 ± 6% (Eap = 0.3 V), while the substrate efficiency was always above 95 ±
2% within this range of applied voltages (Figure 3.8 A). At the higher applied voltages
within this range, a larger amount of energy was derived from the power source, while at
the lower applied voltages the substrate had a greater contribution (Figure 3.8 B). For
example, at Eap = 0.4 V roughly 75% of the energy was derived from the substrate, while
only 25% came from the power source. Decreasing the voltage to Eap = 0.2 V decreased
the contribution of the power source to 12 ± 0%, while the substrate contributed 88 ± 0%.
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Figure 3.8 (A) Input electricity efficiency (closed symbols), substrate efficiency (open symbols),
and (B) electricity input contribution (closed symbols), and substrate input contribution (open
symbols) as a function of applied voltage using γ = 7.5 mS/cm. (Error bars ± SD are based on
duplicate measurements.)
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3.5

Discussion
The MEC examined here produced a maximum overall energy recovery of 86 ±

2% at a hydrogen production rate of 1.02 ± 0.05 m3-H2/m3-d, with an applied voltage of
Eap = 0.4 V (7.5 mS/cm). Higher production rates could be achieved by increasing the
applied voltage (3.12 ± 0.02 m3-H2/m3-d at Eap = 0.8 V), although this resulted in a
greater percentage of the recovered energy being contributed by the electrical power
source. Increasing the solution conductivity improved hydrogen production rates (1.41 ±
0.07 m3-H2/m3-d at Eap = 0.4 V), but overall energy recoveries decreased due to lower
cathodic hydrogen recoveries. Although increasing the ionic conductivity demonstrates
how the performance of an MEC can be improved, solution conductivities of actual
wastewaters may be lower than optimum, for example 1.5- 2 mS/cm for domestic
wastewater in State College, PA. Hydrogen concentrations remained above 87 ± 0% for
applied voltages Eap = 0.3–0.8 V. At Eap = 0.2 V, hydrogen concentrations decreased
because of a longer reaction time that was favorable for methanogenic growth.
The energy recoveries reported here are based on heats of combustion (ΔcH )
which are measures of the total (thermal) energy. We used this approach to be consistent
with previous MEC studies and other studies on water electrolysis that report recoveries
based on ΔcH [18, 23, 37, 40]. An alternate approach is to calculate energy content using
Gibbs free energy (ΔcG), which indicates the total energy through inclusion of entropy.
Using that approach lowers the calculated energy recoveries. For example, using the
results from Eap = 0.4 V experiment to calculate the energy content of the produced
hydrogen based on ΔcG, the overall recoveries are 21% lower (86% using ΔcH versus
72% using ΔcG). More information including detailed calculations are included in
Appendix C.
Compared to other studies that used a membrane in the MEC, these results show
that it is possible to achieve similar or higher hydrogen recoveries when the membrane is
omitted (Table 3.1). In addition, hydrogen production rates are higher than reported in
other studies, and energy recoveries are very high. Using a CEM and a 1:1 anode to
cathode surface area, Rozendal et al. obtained an overall energy recovery of 53% at a
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hydrogen production rate of 0.02 m3-H2/m3-d (Eap = 0.5 V) [25]. In a similar system, but
using an anion exchange membrane (AEM), the overall energy recoveries were 23% and
the hydrogen production rate was ca. 0.3 m3-H2/m3-d despite applying a higher voltage of
Eap = 1.0 V [27]. By increasing the anode surface area using graphite granules,
incorporating an AEM, and collecting gas using the same anaerobic tube used here in a
two-chamber system, Cheng and Logan achieved an overall recovery of 82% at a
production rate of 1.10 m3-H2/m3-d for Eap = 0.6 V [18]. While the overall recovery at the
same applied voltage in this study was slightly less (80 ± 2%), the hydrogen production
rate achieved here was about 84% larger than Cheng and Logan.

Table 3.1
Electrical Efficiencies, Overall Energy Recoveries, Volumetric Current
Densisites, and Hydrogen Production Rates Reported in the Literature Versus Those
Obtained in This Study
Reactor System
Gas diffusion membrane electrode
No membrane with brush anode
No membrane with brush anode
AEM granule anode
Nafion membrane SA=256 cm2
Nafion membrane SA=7 cm2
No membrane with brush anode

Eap
(V)

ηE
(%)

ηE+S
Iv
QH2
3
3
(%) (A/m ) (m /m3-d)

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.45
0.40

148
194
254
261
169

23
75
80
82
53

351

86

28
292
186
99
2.8
35
103

0.33
3.12
1.99
1.10
0.02
0.26
1.02

Source
[27]
This study
This study
[18]
[25]
[23]
This study

Operating an MEC without a membrane can potentially affect the purity of gas
produced. It was found here that the produced gas was > 87% pure H2 at applied
potentials greater than 0.2 V, and that methane concentrations at these applied potentials
remained below 4.4 ± 0.3%. Part of the low rate of methanogenesis is due to the exposure
of the reactor biofilm to air in between feeding cycles. When the reactors were operated
under completely anaerobic conditions at Eap = 0.6 V, the methane concentrations
averaged 3.5 ± 0.2% (Appendix B). Exposing the reactors to air in between batch cycles,
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however, decreased the average methane concentrations to 0.9 ± 0.1% at Eap = 0.6 V.
These results suggest a strategy for controlling methanogenesis in these reactors based on
either intermittent draining and air-exposure or perhaps in-situ air-sparging of the liquid
inside the reactor. Since facultative exoelectrogenic bacteria have been found in MFC
systems [41, 42], exposing the biofilm to air may not be detrimental to electricity
generation. However, air exposure could limit the growth of exoelectrogenic bacteria,
such as Geobacter spp., that are strict anaerobes [43]. Methods for reducing
methanogenic consumption of hydrogen in a MEC need to be further investigated, such
as continuous operation at a short reaction time, reducing the solution pH, and operating
under carbon-limited conditions [29, 44, 45]. Reaction time was shown to be important
here as methane concentrations substantially increased to 28 ± 0% at the longest reaction
time of θ = 66 h (Eap = 0.2 V), compared to <1% at θ = 17 h (Eap = 0.6 V).
The development of an MEC architecture that does not require a membrane and a
reactor design that has high efficiencies are important steps in making
electrohydrogenesis an economically viable process for producing hydrogen. Typical
fermentation processes using glucose show conversion efficiencies of around 18-38%
[46], whereas this study showed values in the range of 72-93% (Appendix B). Water
electrolyzers typically have energy efficiencies in the range of 56−73% [40], yet the
MEC in this study had efficiencies as high as 400% when compared on the same basis of
electricity energy input. Furthermore, water electrolysis typically requires 5.6 kWh/m3H2, but in this study the energy demand was only 0.9 kWh/m3-H2 at an applied voltage of
Eap = 0.4 V. This corresponds to an electrical energy input of 0.28 mol H2 per mole of
hydrogen produced (based on higher heating value). These energy demands translate into
a cost of $3.80/kg-H2 for water electrolysis and $0.62/kg-H2 for the MEC based on the
2005 U.S. average industrial price of electricity [47]. With the U.S. Department of
Energy’s goal of reducing the cost of hydrogen to $2.00−$3.00/kg-H2,
electrohydrogenesis could prove to be a viable method for achieving this target [48].
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CHAPTER 4
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION USING MEMBRANE ELECTRODE
ASSEMBLIES IN A MICROBIAL ELECTROLYSIS CELL

4.1

Introduction
In proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), the membrane is essential for

separating the anode and cathode gases (hydrogen and oxygen) while at the same time
allowing protons to pass [49]. Since reducing the spacing between the anode and cathode
is important for minimizing internal resistance, engineers have developed membrane
electrode assemblies (MEAs), which combine the catalyst, anode, cathode, and
membrane into one entity (Figure 4.1) [50]. The MEAs are then squeezed between the
current collector plates in order to efficiently transfer electrons and to separate the gases
in adjacent cells. The function of a MEA is unique in that it provides a three phase
boundary where gas diffuses through the porous electrode and reacts at the catalyst,
electrons travel via the electrically conductive electrode to the current collector, and
protons diffuse through the membrane towards the cathode [50]. The MEA has helped to
decrease the size of PEMFCs and allow for more compact designs; however, the specific
details of many commercially available MEAs are proprietary information and not
available to the public. MEAs were not yet tested in MECs, and so the goal of this part
study was to examine the potential of using MEAs based on a Nafion proton exchange
membrane as a cathode in an MEC.
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O2 gas in
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Porous electrode

H2O out

Membrane

Figure 4.1 Typical PEMFC configuration showing MEA. MEA components include the porous
electrode, membrane, and catalyst layer.

4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1

Electrochemical cells
For testing the MEAs as potential cathodes in an MFC, a reactor made of plastic

(polycarbonate) with a cylindrical inner chamber 4 cm long by 3 cm in diameter was used
[14]. The anode consisted of ammonia treated carbon cloth (Type A, non-wetproofed, ETEK) with an active surface area of 7 cm2 (specific volume of 25 m2/m3) [34]. Four
different cathodes were tested: Two MEAs (NRE-212 and N-117, Ion Power, Inc.), a
carbon cloth cathode with a diffusion layer and 0.5 mg-Pt/cm2 (Cat, Type B, 30% wet
proofing, E-TEK), and a duplicate of the carbon cloth cathode but lacking a diffusion
layer (No DL) [51]. During MFC testing, both the NRE-212 and N-117 had a 0.4 mgPt/cm2 loading on only one side of the MEA. The manufacturing details of the two MEAs
were not released because of proprietary reasons, but some of the basic properties of the
two membranes are shown in Table 4.1 [52, 53]. After initially testing the two MEAs, the
NRE-212 appeared to be performing better than N-117 (See Results section). The
supplier was then interested in testing a new NRE-212 with carbon paper attached to its
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surface to improve the surface electrical conductivity. The new NRE-212 also had the
platinum catalyst (0.4 mg-Pt/cm2) on either one side (1 Side) of the MEA or both sides (2
Sides).
Table 4.1 Nafion Membrane Thickness, Weight and Hydrogen Crossover.
Nafion Code

Thickness
(µm)

Weight
(g/m2)

H2 crossover
(ml/min-cm2)

183
50.8

360
100

NA
<0.010

N-117
NRE-212

In MEC operation, a second plastic piece (5 cm wide, 2.5 cm thick, 5 cm tall) with a 2 cm
diameter cylinder cut 2 cm deep was placed against the cathode end of the first reactor
(Figure 4.2). A metal tube with an inner diameter of 0.3 cm was used to collect the
produced gas. The metal tube was inserted through a thick blue rubber stopper, and an
anaerobic tube was cut and glued to the stopper. The anaerobic tube had a volume of
25mL.

B

C

A

Figure 4.2 Reactor configurations for (A) MFC operation (B – C) MEC operation. (C) shows a
close-up of the gas collection chamber.
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4.2.2

MFC Startup and operation
The reactors were inoculated and operated in MFC mode using an acetate-fed

mixed culture that had been running in an MFC for over 3 months [34]. Half of the
reactor (14 mL) was filled with inoculum/medium from the previous MFC and the other
half contained a phosphate buffered (50 mM PBS, pH = 7) growth medium. The medium
contained per liter (in Milli-Q water): 1 g sodium acetate, 3.10 g NH4Cl, 1.30 g KCl,
24.52 g NaH2PO4•H2O, 45.76 g Na2HPO4, 12.5 mL minerals, and 5 mL vitamins [36].
After a reactor produced greater than 100 mV during a batch cycle, only the buffered
medium and substrate was added.
Four reactors with identical anodes and cathodes with diffusion layers (see section
4.2.1) were operated in fed-batch mode using an external 1000 Ω resistor. After each
reactor demonstrated a reproducible maximum voltage for three consecutive batch cycles,
the anode was considered sufficiency enriched with bacteria. In three of the reactors, the
cathodes were replaced with the NRE-212, the N-117, or the No DL. The cathode that
was not replaced was referred to as Cat. In each case, the surface containing the Pt
catalyst faced into the liquid medium (towards the anode). Polarization and power density
curves were created by running batch cycles at varying external resistances (Rext; 3000 Ω,
1000 Ω, 500 Ω, 250 Ω, 100 Ω, and 40 Ω) and recording the maximum voltage produced
during the batch cycle. Power densities were normalized to the active anode surface area
(7 cm2). Electrode potentials were recorded by inserting an Ag/AgCl reference electrode
(+0.195 V vs. NHE, BASi) into the liquid contents of the reactor during peak voltage
production. Internal resistance, Rint, of the reactors was measured in triplicate at the end
of all the batch cycles using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). A
potentiostat (PC 4/750, Gamry Instrument Inc.) with the anode as the working electrode
and the cathode as the counter and reference electrode was used during the EIS test.
Impedance measurements were performed at the open circuit voltage (OCV) over a
frequency range of 105 – 0.1 Hz with sinusoidal perturbations of 10 mV amplitude [17].
During the EIS tests, nutrient buffer medium containing 50 mM PBS and substrate were
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added. All reactors for both MFC and MEC tests were operated in a controlled
temperature room (30oC).

4.2.3

MEC startup and operation
After MFC operation was completed, the cathodes were flipped so that the Pt

catalyst faced away from the anode and the gas collection chamber was added. The
collection chamber was filled with 50 mM PBS solution (no substrate) and sparged with
ultra high purity (UHP) nitrogen gas prior to each batch cycle. The same medium and
substrate used in the MFC tests were used in the MEC tests (See 4.2.2). Continuous gas
production was recorded using a respirometer (AER-200; Challenge Environmental). A
power supply unit (model 3645 A DC Power Supply; Circuit Specialists) was used to
apply voltage to the circuit. A resistor (10 Ω) was connected in series with the power
supply in order to allow measurement of the current in the circuit by measuring the
voltage across the resistor. The positive lead of the power source was attached to the
anode and the negative lead connected to the resistor and then to the cathode. A
multimeter (model 2700, Keithley Instruments) was used to record the voltage over the
resistor and when used, the voltage between the anode and the reference electrode. Gas
composition analysis was not performed in these tests nor was substrate removal
quantified; thus it was assumed that the produced gas was 100% H2. It was also assumed
that all of the substrate (1 g/L sodium acetate or 0.78 g-COD/L) was consumed over a
batch cycle because previous researchers have shown nearly complete removal of acetate
(>99%) in an MFC [54].
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4.3

Results

4.3.1 MFC results
During anode enrichment, the four reactors (MFC A, MFC B, MFC C, and MFC
D) produced a maximum voltage of 0.55 V for three consecutive batch cycles before the
cathodes were replaced (Figure 4.3).
0.6
MFC A
MFC B
MFC C
MFC D

Voltage (V)

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

2

4

Time (d)

6

8

Figure 4.3 Fed-batch cycles during enrichment phase of MFCs (Rex = 1000 Ω).

After enriching the anodes and replacing the cathodes of three of the reactors with either
the NRE-212, the N-117, or the No DL, additional fed-batch cycles were operated using
Rext = 1000 Ω (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4 Voltage curves using Rext = 1000 Ω.

The Cat and No DL produced roughly the same voltage (~0.55 – 0.6 V), whereas the
NRE-212 and N-117 produced around 0.3 V and 0.1 V, respectively. The N-117 showed
the greatest instability as the voltage consistently decreased for each consecutive batch
cycle. The NRE-212 produced a constant voltage of around 0.3 V and required roughly
70 hours for a single batch cycle, while the other reactors could be cycled through three
separate batch cycles over the same period of time. The power density and polarization
curves indicate the poor performance of the MEAs in MFC operation (Figure 4.5). Both
the Cat and No DL reactors produced about the same maximum power density (~800
mW/m2), which is in agreement with previous studies [51]. Both of the MEAs produced
substantially less power of 105 mW/m2 using the NRE-212 and 47 mW/m2 using the N117 (normalized to cathode surface area).
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Figure 4.5 Power density (A) and polarization (B) curves generated in MFC operation.

Closer inspection of the power density curves for the two MEAs confirmed their
instability, as shown by the erratic behavior above ~0.03 A/cm2 (Figure 4.6A). The
polarization curves (Figure 4.6B) also indicate unstable performance for the N-117
reactor around 0.02 A/cm2 and an open circuit voltage (OCV) of the N-212 of around 0
V.
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Figure 4.6 Power density (A) and polarization (B) curves for NRE 212 and N 117.

During construction of the polarization curves, the anode and cathode potentials for each
MFC were recorded relative to an Ag/AgCl reference electrode at Rext = 3000 Ω, 1000 Ω,
and 500 Ω (Figure 4.7). Both the Cat and No DL show similar potentials for the cathode
and anode. Similarly, the anode potentials for the two MEAs were consistent with the
anode potentials of the Cat and the No DL, although the current densities were much
lower. The primary difference is evident in the cathode potentials of the two MEAs
compared to the two other cathodes. The MEAs show erratic and unstable cathode
potentials, which in turn contributed to the lower overall cell voltage.
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Figure 4.7 Cathode and anode potentials for each MFC at Rext = 3000 Ω, 1000 Ω, and 500 Ω.

Another factor contributing to the poor performance of the MEAs was their high contact
resistance, which was measured by placing the probes of a handheld multimeter one
centimeter apart on the surface of the MEA (Table 4.2). Both MEAs had contact
resistances more than two-fold larger than the Cat and the No DL reactors.
Table 4.2 Cathode Contact Resistances
Cathode
Cat
No DL
N-117
NRE-212

Contact Resistance
(Ω/cm)
3.5
4.0
920
470
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4.3.2 MEC results
After completing the tests in MFC mode, the cathodes were flipped around (with
the catalyst facing away from the enriched anodes) and the gas collection chamber added
in order to operate in MEC mode. For the first batch, 1.0 V was applied and the results
show that the No DL had the highest gas production rate based on the total volume of gas
per hour (Figure 4.8 A). The higher rate can be attributed to the higher current density
compared to the other cathodes (Figure 4.8 B).
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Figure 4.8 Gas production rates (A) and current densities (B) for the first MEC batch cycle at Eap
= 1.0 V.
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During the first batch, it was noticed that liquid from the cathode collection
chamber was displaced into the anaerobic collection tube by the produced gas (Figure
4.9). This result was likely due to the small inner diameter (~0.3 cm) metal collection
tube. Note that this problem was avoided by using a large diameter collection tube in tests
conducted in Chapter 3. The NRE-212 reactor also exhibited gas accumulation inside the
anode chamber. It was noticed while installing the NRE-212 that this membrane was less
rigid than the N-117, which may have allowed gas to leak around the edges and into the
anode chamber.

A

Liquid
B

Gas

Figure 4.9 (A) Liquid displacement into anaerobic collection tube at end of batch cycle and (B)
gas accumulation in anode chamber of MEC with NRE-212 MEA.

Since the NRE-212 MEA appeared to perform better than the N-117, the MEA supplier
provided two new NRE-212 MEAs: one with the Pt catalyst on only one side (1 Side) and
the other with the catalyst on both sides (2 Sides). In order to improve the surface
conductivity, a layer of carbon paper was attached to the side containing the catalyst.
These new MEAs were installed into the MECs to compare their performance with the
previous electrodes. The MEA with catalyst on both sides showed a slightly higher
production rate than the MEA with catalyst on only one side (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10 Production rates for NRE-212 with 1 or 2 sides coated with catalyst.

The higher production rate for the NRE-212 with Pt on both sides was likely due to the
lower cathodic overpotential (Figure 4.11). One source of potential loss associated with
electrodes is the activation overpotential, and by increasing the catalyst loading or using a
larger surface area of catalyst these losses can be reduced [50]; hence adding catalyst to
both sides of the MEA likely functioned to reduce these losses.
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Figure 4.11 One and two catalyst sided NRE-212 MEAs at Eap = 1.0 V.

The overall energy recoveries were highest for the NRE-212 with catalyst on one side at
each applied voltage (Figure 4.12). At Eap > 0.6 V, the overall energy recovery for the
NRE-212 with the catalyst on one side remained above 50%. The NRE-212 with catalyst
on both sides showed an appreciable drop in energy recovery at Eap = 0.8 V, but then
increased slightly at Eap = 0.6 V. Both MEAs had a substantial drop in overall energy
recovery at Eap = 0.4 V in part due to lower volumes of hydrogen gas produced.
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Figure 4.12 Overall energy recoveries for the NRE-212 MEA with platinum on either one or two
sides of the MEA.

The current density normalized to the cathode surface area (7 cm2) had a range of 1.25 –
2.10 A/m2 for the NRE-212 with catalyst on one side and 1.12 to 3.33 A/m2 for the NRE212 with catalyst on both sides (Table 4.3). Using the NRE-212 with the catalyst on both
sides produced the highest current density at Eap = 0.8 V and not at Eap = 1.0 V, yet based
on previous work it was expected that current densities would increase with higher
applied voltages. Energy recoveries relative to only the electrical input were above 100%
for both MEAs at all applied voltages. The NRE-212 Pt one side MEA showed higher
energy recoveries because a larger volume of hydrogen was collected than the NRE-212
Pt two sides MEA. Coulombic efficiencies were generally over 67% for Eap > 0.4 V,
which shows a good efficiency of capturing electrons from the substrate and converting
to current.
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Table 4.3 Current Density, Coulombic Efficiency, Electrical Energy Recovery, and
Overall Energy Recovery for NRE-212 MEAs.

NRE-212

Current (A/m2)

CE (%)

ηE (%)

ηE+S (%)

2.10
2.73

67.7
81.0

150.9
130.1

55.9
53.6

1.74
3.33

72.2
70.9

158.2
111.8

53.9
36.3

1.88
2.79

73.0
73.3

195.7
142.1

53.1
37.8

1.25
1.12

27.5
22.7

181.8
173.7

17.2
12.9

1V
Pt 1 Side
Pt 2 Sides
0.8 V
Pt 1 Side
Pt 2 Sides
0.6 V
Pt 1 Side
Pt 2 Sides
0.4 V
Pt 1 Side
Pt 2 Sides
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4.4

Discussion
Two membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) commonly used in proton exchange

membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) were tested in a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) and
shown to be able to produce hydrogen. The NRE-212 MEA performed better than the
NRE-117 MEA based on hydrogen production rate and current densities. The NRE-212
MEA had a maximum current density over 3.3 A/m2 (Eap = 0.8 V) when the catalyst was
applied to both sides, whereas applying catalyst to only one side produced a maximum
current density of 2.1 A/m2 (Eap = 1.0 V). The overall energy recoveries, however, were
highest for the NRE-212 MEA with catalyst on one side, with a range of 17 – 55%.
Although the MEAs in this study could produce hydrogen gas in an MEC, there
were several factors that limited their performance. For example, with all fuel cells the
contact resistance is a concern because if it is too large it can lead to substantial system
losses. In a PEMFC, the MEAs are sandwiched between the current collectors, and when
hydrogen gas reacts to produce electrons, they migrate a short distance (< 1 mm) to the
current collectors. In a MFC and MEC, electrons that travel around a circuit enter at a
point or around the edge of the cathode. These electrons then have to migrate through the
cathode surface in order to react with free protons. These distances can be large (> 1 cm),
so reducing the surface electrical resistance is critical. The MEAs have a large surface
electrical resistance and therefore were not well suited for MEC application. Further
improvement of this aspect of MEAs is needed to enhance MEC performance.
Another consideration is reactor design. The cathode collection chamber used in
this study was designed by the MEA supplier, but there were several problems associated
with it. The metal collection tube had a very small diameter (~0.3 cm), which caused the
gases produced to displace liquid from the cathode into the anaerobic collection tube.
Additional work shown in our lab indicated that this type of design was problematic. A
modified design with a larger collection chamber was used in subsequent tests and was
not subject to liquid displacement by the produced gases.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
MECs are a promising technology for producing hydrogen from renewable
biodegradable resources such as wastewater. All studies previously conducted have used
reactors that incorporated a membrane between the anode and cathode to presumably
ensure the purity of the hydrogen gas produced and to prevent microbial consumption of
the hydrogen. For the first time, the results shown here demonstrate that by removing the
membrane in an MEC, using a large surface area graphite brush anode, close electrode
spacing, and a mixed culture, that:
(1)

High hydrogen recoveries are achievable (72 – 93%),

(2)

Overall energy recoveries greater than 85% are possible,

(3)

Hydrogen production rates can reach over 3 m3-H2/m3-d at Eap > 0.8 V, and

(4)

The energy demand can be as low as 0.9 kWh/m3-H2 at Eap = 0.4 V.
Membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were also shown to produce hydrogen in

an MEC, although their performance was limited by high electrical resistivity. Using a
Nafion membrane based MEA, it was shown that:
(1)

MEAs produced substantially less power than traditional cathodes when used as
MFCs,

(2)

The contact resistance was an important factor determining power output in an
MFC,

(3)

The highest current density (3.3 A/m2) that could be produced in an MEC was
obtained by using a platinum catalyst on both sides of the MEA, and

(4)

The overall energy recovery ranged from 17 – 56% using an MEA with the
catalyst on only one side.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK
Since this was the first study to examine an MEC without a membrane, there are
several recommendations for future investigation using these systems:
(1)

The long-term sustainability of membrane-free systems to continuously produce
hydrogen needs to be further examined. Fed-batch cycles are important for
gaining a basic understanding of a system, but developing reactors for full-scale
applications in a wastewater treatment plant will require a better understanding of
operation under continuous flow.

(2)

Real-world substrates, such as domestic, animal, and industrial wastewaters that
are more complex than pure substrates tested in laboratories should be further
explored. A previous study examined wastewater in an MEC [28], but the reactor
configuration (including the membrane) was thought to have limited performance;
thus it is important to test actual wastewaters in an MEC that have the type of
improved architecture used here.

(3)

Examining the role of methanogens in an MEC is also important because of their
ability to convert hydrogen gas into methane. It is not well understood whether
acetoclastic or hydrogenotrophic methanogens dominated in this system or
whether they grew favorably on the cathode, anode, or were suspended in
solution. Methods to reduce methanogen growth in the reactor other than adding
harmful chemicals are needed. This study showed that air exposure can help limit
methane production in an MEC, but other long-term and economically feasible
methods are needed.

(4)

Community analysis of the bacteria that live in an MEC is also important to
understand the impact of different operating conditions on the bacteria.
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Furthermore, it is necessary to investigate the impact of methanogen removal
tactics on the exoelectrogenic bacteria, such as temporary oxygen sparging.
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APPENDIX A
AVERAGE MAXIMUM CURRENT, PRODUCTION RATE, AND
ANODE POTENTIAL CALCULATIONS FOR CHAPTER 3
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Figure A-1 Current as a function of time for one batch cycle at 0.4 V using γ = 7.5 mS/cm. The
current for this cycle was found by taking the average over a 4 hour period (blue circles). The
anode potential was averaged over the same 4 hour period (red triangles). See Table A-1 for
section of data used to complete this figure.
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Table A-1 Selected Results From the Batch Cycle at Eap = 0.4 V (γ = 7.5 mS/cm).
Time
(hr)

H2
(mL)

Voltage
Measured (V)

Current
(mA)

Anode
Potential (V)

12.0
12.3
12.7
13.0
13.3
13.7
14.0
14.3
14.7
15.0
15.3
15.7
16.0
16.3
16.7
17.0
17.3

15.5
16.0
16.4
16.9
17.3
17.8
18.3
18.7
19.2
19.6
20.0
20.5
20.9
21.3
21.8
22.2
22.6

0.0281
0.0281
0.0282
0.0287
0.0281
0.0286
0.0279
0.0278
0.0285
0.0282
0.0281
0.0282
0.0278
0.0283
0.0279
0.0276
0.0275

2.811
2.814
2.818
2.871
2.815
2.859
2.792
2.784
2.851
2.822
2.811
2.820
2.780
2.833
2.787
2.759
2.755

-0.448
-0.447
-0.447
-0.447
-0.447
-0.446
-0.447
-0.447
-0.446
-0.446
-0.446
-0.445
-0.445
-0.445
-0.445
-0.444
-0.443

Average current, I = 2.82 mA
(Averaged over 4 hour period, highlighted in blue, see Figure S-1)
Average anode potential, EAN = -0.446 V
(Averaged over same 4 hour period, highlighted in red, see Figure S-1)
Liquid volume, V = 28 cm3 = 28 x 10-6 m3
Average temperature, T = 31.9oC = 305 K
Cathodic H2 recovery, rcat = 87.2 %
Calculations:
Volumetric current, Iv:
Iv = (2.82 x 10-3 A) / (28 x 10-6 m3)
Iv = 101 A/m3
H2 production, Q:
Q = 3.68 x 10-5 Iv T rcat
Q = (3.68x10-5) (101 A/m3) (305 K) (0.895)
Q = 0.99 m3-H2 / m3-d
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APPENDIX B
COMPLETE CALCULATED RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 3
Table B.1 Total Gas Collected, Hydrogen Concentration, Methane Concentration, and
Carbon Dioxide Concentration.
Reactor

Eap
(V)

Total Gas (mL)

H2 (%)

CH4 (%)

CO2 (%)

7.5 mS/cm

0.8

29.20 ± 0.15

91.54 ± 0.95

1.26 ± 0.08

7.20 ± 0.87

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.7
0.7

29.75 ± 0.54
22.11 ± 1.97

90.40 ± 1.01
91.77 ± 0.13

1.19 ± 0.33
0.86 ± 0.12

8.41 ± 0.68
7.36 ± 0.01

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.6
0.6

29.55 ± 0.45
24.24 ± 0.00

91.32 ± 0.05
92.13 ± 0.17

0.94 ± 0.07
0.77 ± 0.01

7.73 ± 0.12
7.09 ± 0.18

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.5
0.5

28.05 ± 0.06
24.25 ± 1.27

90.38 ± 0.18
91.76 ± 0.08

1.38 ± 0.18
1.06 ± 0.08

8.25 ± 0.37
7.19 ± 0.00

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.4
0.4

29.19 ± 0.23
25.34 ± 1.27

89.14 ± 0.56
91.25 ± 0.29

2.35 ± 0.16
2.05 ± 0.23

8.51 ± 0.40
6.70 ± 0.06

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.3
0.3

25.47 ± 0.27
21.14 ± 3.37

87.19 ± 0.39
85.83 ± 2.86

4.42 ± 0.30
6.10 ± 2.99

8.39 ± 0.09
8.07 ± 0.13

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.2
0.2

6.95 ± 1.42
6.21 ± 0.45

57.33 ± 2.72
9.88 ± 3.62

28.49 ± 0.07
68.93 ± 3.81

14.19 ± 2.79
21.19 ± 0.20
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Table B.2 Energy of Collected Hydrogen, Consumed Substrate Energy, Electricity Input
Energy, and Anode Potential.
Reactor

Eap
(V)

WH2 (kJ)

WS (kJ)

WE (kJ)

Anode
Potential (V)

7.5 mS/cm

0.8

0.31 ± 0.00

0.25 ± 0.00

0.16 ± 0.00

-0.302

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.7
0.7

0.31 ± 0.00
0.23 ± 0.02

0.26 ± 0.00
0.24 ± 0.00

0.14 ± 0.00
0.11 ± 0.00

-0.367
-0.051

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.6
0.6

0.31 ± 0.00
0.26 ± 0.00

0.26 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00

0.12 ± 0.00
0.11 ± 0.00

-0.398
-0.288

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.5
0.5

0.29 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.00
0.27 ± 0.00

0.10 ± 0.00
0.09 ± 0.00

-0.422
-0.328

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.4
0.4

0.30 ± 0.00
0.26 ± 0.01

0.26 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00

0.08 ± 0.00
0.08 ± 0.00

-0.447
-0.358

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.3
0.3

0.25 ± 0.00
0.21 ± 0.04

0.27 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00

0.06 ± 0.00
0.06 ± 0.00

-0.469
-0.414

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.2
0.2

0.05 ± 0.01
0.01 ± 0.00

0.19 ± 0.00
0.24 ± 0.00

0.03 ± 0.00
0.04 ± 0.00

-0.486
-0.447
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Table B.3 Overall Hydrogen Recovery, Electricity Efficiency, Substrate Efficiency, and
Molar Yield.
Reactor

Eap
(V)

7.5 mS/cm

0.8

74.85 ± 1.42

193.79 ± 1.79

121.95 ± 3.06

3.71 ± 0.09

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.7
0.7

76.96 ± 0.07
65.93 ± 5.89

220.01 ± 0.55
211.51 ± 18.41

118.36 ± 0.31
95.80 ± 8.65

3.60 ± 0.01
2.92 ± 0.26

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.6
0.6

80.09 ± 1.62
72.85 ± 0.14

254.32 ± 5.38
240.84 ± 2.02

116.91 ± 2.32
104.45 ± 0.10

3.56 ± 0.07
3.18 ± 0.00

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.5
0.5

76.19 ± 0.08
70.39 ± 3.53

284.37 ± 0.04
273.05 ± 13.79

104.08 ± 0.15
94.84 ± 4.75

3.17 ± 0.00
2.89 ± 0.14

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.4
0.4

85.91 ± 1.97
80.27 ± 4.28

351.20 ± 6.21
341.16 ± 17.27

113.73 ± 2.80
104.96 ± 5.69

3.46 ± 0.09
3.20 ± 0.17

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.3
0.3

76.87 ± 1.65
68.05 ± 12.56

405.75 ± 6.07
342.70 ± 58.86

94.84 ± 2.18
84.91 ± 15.93

2.89 ± 0.07
2.59 ± 0.49

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.2
0.2

21.00 ± 5.40
2.54 ± 1.05

175.72 ± 41.11
16.98 ± 6.79

23.85 ± 6.21
2.99 ± 1.24

0.73 ± 0.19
0.09 ± 0.04

ηE+S (%)

ηE (%)

ηS (%)

moles-H2 /
moles-Acetate
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Table B.4 Coulombic Efficiency, Cathodic Hydrogen Recovery, Hydrogen Recovery,
and COD Removal
Reactor

Eap
(V)

CE (%)

7.5 mS/cm

0.8

96.79 ± 1.36

95.96 ± 1.06

92.88 ± 2.33

89.18 ± 0.83

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.7
0.7

94.78 ± 0.24
76.19 ± 0.33

95.07 ± 0.07
95.75 ± 8.24

90.10 ± 0.16
72.97 ± 6.59

92.29 ± 0.90
80.13 ± 0.00

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.6
0.6

93.42 ± 0.12
89.55 ± 1.33

95.32 ± 2.01
88.85 ± 1.23

89.05 ± 1.77
79.55 ± 0.07

93.36 ± 0.47
87.36 ± 0.24

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.5
0.5

89.28 ± 0.28
86.97 ± 0.23

88.79 ± 0.40
83.06 ± 4.38

79.27 ± 0.11
72.24 ± 3.62

94.45 ± 0.27
90.33 ± 0.27

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.4
0.4

98.04 ± 0.65
95.32 ± 0.30

88.35 ± 1.59
83.86 ± 4.28

86.62 ± 2.13
68.84 ± 3.66

94.36 ± 0.97
89.93 ± 0.10

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.3
0.3

92.69 ± 0.70
99.07 ± 0.56

77.93 ± 1.21
64.23 ± 10.94

72.24 ± 1.66
63.67 ± 11.20

94.57 ± 0.76
88.52 ± 0.39

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.2
0.2

79.13 ± 2.89
103.16 ± 2.07

22.86 ± 5.14
2.20 ± 0.88

18.16 ± 4.73
2.28 ± 0.95

66.30 ± 0.65
84.06 ± 1.48

rCAT (%)

rH2 (%)

COD Removal
(%)
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Table B.5 Volumetric Current Density, Hydrogen Production Rate, Electrical Energy
Contribution, and Substrate Energy Contribution.
Reactor

Eap
(V)

Iv (A/m3)

Q (m3-H2/m3-d)

eE (%)

eS (%)

7.5 mS/cm

0.8

291.52 ± 1.18

3.12 ± 0.02

38.62 ± 0.38

61.38 ± 0.38

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.7
0.7

251.41 ± 5.66
130.07 ± 3.85

2.67 ± 0.06
1.39 ± 0.16

34.98 ± 0.12
31.17 ± 0.07

65.02 ± 0.12
68.83 ± 0.07

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.6
0.6

186.36 ± 2.21
263.12 ± 13.50

1.99 ± 0.07
2.61 ± 0.10

31.49 ± 0.03
30.25 ± 0.20

68.51 ± 0.03
69.75 ± 0.20

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.5
0.5

145.35 ± 7.50
222.22 ± 2.82

1.45 ± 0.07
2.07 ± 0.08

26.79 ± 0.03
25.78 ± 0.01

73.21 ± 0.03
74.22 ± 0.01

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.4
0.4

103.05 ± 3.37
149.73 ± 0.24

1.02 ± 0.05
1.41 ± 0.07

24.46 ± 0.13
23.53 ± 0.06

75.54 ± 0.13
76.47 ± 0.06

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.3
0.3

60.70 ± 1.25
91.17 ± 1.95

0.53 ± 0.02
0.66 ± 0.13

18.94 ± 0.12
19.83 ± 0.26

81.06 ± 0.12
80.17 ± 0.26

7.5 mS/cm
20 mS/cm

0.2
0.2

24.99 ± 0.76
30.53 ± 1.48

0.06 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.00

11.92 ± 0.28
14.93 ± 0.23

88.08 ± 0.28
85.07 ± 0.23
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Table B.6 Methane Concentrations for Reactors Kept Under Anaerobic Conditions
Inbetween Batch Cycles and for Reactors Exposed to Air.
Eap

7.5 mS/cm

20 mS/cm

0.6 V (anaerobic)
0.6 V (air exposed)

3.47 ± 0.20
0.94 ± 0.07

4.88 ± 1.52
0.77 ± 0.01

0.5 V (anaerobic)
0.5 V (air exposed)

2.84 ± 1.05
1.38 ± 0.18

2.05 ± 1.16
1.06 ± 0.08

0.4 V (anaerobic)
0.4 V (air exposed)

6.30 ± 0.36
2.35 ± 0.16

3.29 ± 1.51
2.05 ± 0.23
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE ENERGY RECOVERY CALCULATIONS FOR CHAPTER
3
There are two methods for calculating the energy content of the produced hydrogen and
the consumed substrate: enthalpy of combustion (ΔcH) and Gibbs free energy (ΔcG). ΔcH
indicates the maximum amount of (thermal) energy that can be produced during
combustion. However, in every chemical reaction there is some entropy created, which
cannot be converted to useful work. ΔcG takes the loss due to entropy into account and
thus represents the maximum useful work. In the field of hydrogen and fuel cells, ΔcG
provides an estimate of the maximum work (non-expansion) that can be obtained in a
chemical fuel cell. Since there is no consensus in the literature as to which method to rely
on when reporting the energy content of produced gases, we provide an example of how
both methods can be applied to an MEC system. This section compares the results from
this study at Eap = 0.4V.
Thermodynamic values used for hydrogen (based on higher heating value)
kJ
Δ c H H 2 = −285.67 mol

kJ
Δ c GH 2 = −236.31 mol

At T = 30oC

kJ
Δ c GCH3COOH = −872.08 mol

At T = 30oC

Thermodynamic values used for acetate
kJ
Δ c H CH 3COOH = −872.71 mol

If the enthalpy values (ΔcH) are used, all recoveries (electrical energy efficiency,
substrate efficiency, and overall efficiency) are 21% larger than if gibbs free energy
values (ΔcG) are used.
Example:
Energy efficiency (based on ∆cH)

ηE =

nH 2 Δ c H H 2
Win

=

0.299kJ
(100% ) = 354%
0.0844kJ

Energy efficiency (based on ∆cG)
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nH 2 Δ c GH 2

0.248kJ
(100% ) = 293%
Win
0.0844kJ
More detailed calculations, including assumptions and thermodynamic data are included
in the following pages.

ηE =

=

Assumptions:
Constant temperature, T = 30oC = 303.15 K
Constant pressure, P = 1 atm = 1.01 bar
All hydrogen fully combusts to produce liquid water with no water vapor present Æ
(justification for using higher heating value of hydrogen)
Assume ideal gas behavior for H2
All thermodynamic data come from Atkins’ Physical Chemistry, 8th Edition, 2006.
Find heat of combustion (∆cH) for hydrogen at T = 30oC
1.

Equation for hydrogen combustion
kJ
At T = 25oC, Δ c H = −285.83 mol

H 2 ( g ) + 12 O2 ( g ) → H 2O(l )
2.

Equation for finding Δ c H at T = 30oC

Δ c H 303.15 K = Δ c H 298.15 K + ∫

303.15 K

298.15 K

3.

Δ c C p ,m dT

Calculate heat capacity, C p ,m , assuming it is not independent in this temperature
range
C p ,m = a + bT +

c
T2

Δ c H 303.15 K = Δ c H 298.15 K + Δa (303.15 K − 298.15 K ) + Δb

[(303.15 K )

2

]

− (298.15 K )
−
2
2

⎛
⎞
1
1
⎟⎟
Δc ⎜⎜
−
⎝ 303.15 K 298.15 K ⎠
where,
Δa = a H 2O − a H 2 − 12 aO2

= 75.29 − 27.28 − 12 (29.96 )
= 33.03
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Δb = bH 2O − bH 2 − 12 bO2

(

)

= 0 − 3.26 x10 −3 K −1 − 12 4.18 x10 −3 K −1 = −5.35 x10 −3 K −1
−3

= −5.35 x10 K

−1

Δc = c H 2O − c H 2 − 12 cO2

(

)

= 0 − 0.5 x10 5 K 2 − 12 − 1.67 x10 5 K 2 = −1.335 x10 5 K 2
= −1.335 x10 K
5

4.

2

Calculate Δ c H 303.15 K using C p ,m from #3

(

)(

)

kJ
Δ c H 303.15 K = −285.83 mol
+ 33.03 (5 K ) + − 5.35 x10 −3 K −1 1503.25 K 2 −

(− 1.335x10 K )(− 5.532 x10
5

5.

2

−5

)

kJ
K −1 = − 285.68 mol

Calculate heat capacity, C p ,m , assuming it is independent in this temperature
range

(

)

(

Δ c C p ,m = C p ,m (H 2O(l ) ) − C p ,m H 2 ( g ) − 12 C p ,m O2 ( g )

(

J
J
J
= 75.291 K mol
− 28.824 K mol
− 12 29.355 K mol

)
)

J
= 31.790 K mol

6.

Calculate Δ c H 303.15 K using C p ,m from #5

(

kJ
Δ c H 303.15 K = −285.83 mol
+ (303.15 K − 298.15 K ) 31.790 x10 −3

kJ
K mol

)

kJ
= − 285.67 mol

Find change in Gibbs free energy (∆cG) for combustion of hydrogen at T = 30oC
1.

Calculate change in entropy, Δ c S 298.15 K , at T = 25oC

(

)

Δ c S 298.15 K = S m (H 2 O(l ) ) − S m H 2 ( g ) − 12 S m (O( g ) )

(

J
J
J
= 69.91 K mol
− 130.684 K mol
− 12 205.138 K mol

)

J
= − 163.343 K mol
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2.

Calculate change in entropy, Δ c S 303.15 K , at T = 30oC assuming heat capacity, C p ,m ,
is not independent in this temperature range
303.15 K

ΔC p ,m dT

298.15 K

T

Δ c S303.15 K = Δ c S 298.15 K + ∫

⎡ ⎛ 303.15 K ⎞⎤
⎟⎟⎥ + Δb (303.15 K − 298.15 K ) −
Δ c S 303.15 K = Δ c S 298.15 K + Δa ⎢ln⎜⎜
208
.
15
K
⎠⎦
⎣ ⎝
⎤
⎡
1
1
Δc ⎢
−
2
2⎥
2 (298.15 K ) ⎦
⎣ 2 (303.15 K )
where,
Δa = a H 2O − a H 2 − 12 aO2

= 75.29 − 27.28 − 12 (29.96 ) = 33.03
= 33.03

Δb = bH 2O − bH 2 − 12 bO2

(

= 0 − 3.26 x10 −3 K −1 − 12 4.18 x10 −3 K −1

)

= −5.35 x10 −3 K −1

Δc = c H 2O − c H 2 − 12 cO2

= 0 − 0.5 x10 5 K 2 − 12 (− 1.67 x10 5 K 2 ) = −1.335 x10 5 K 2

= −1.335 x10 5 K 2

(

)

J
Δ c S 303.15 K = −163.343 K mol
+ (33.03)(0.0166 ) + − 5.35 x10 −3 K −1 (5 K ) −

(− 1.335 x10
3.

−5

)(

)

J
K 2 − 1.84 x10 −7 K −2 = − 162.821 K mol

Calculate change in entropy, Δ c S 303.15 K , at T = 30oC assuming heat capacity, C p ,m ,
is independent in this temperature range

303.15 K

ΔC p ,m dT

298.15 K

T

Δ c S 303.15 K = Δ c S 298.15 K + ∫

⎛ ⎛ 303.15 K ⎞ ⎞
J
J
⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎟
= −163.343 K mol
+ 31.79 K mol
⎜ 298.15 K ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎠⎠
⎝ ⎝
J
= − 162.814 K mol

(

)
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3.

Calculate change in Gibbs energy (∆cG) for the combustion of hydrogen at T =
30oC assuming heat capacity, C p ,m , is not independent in this temperature range
Δ c G = Δ c H − TΔ c S

(

kJ
Δ c G = −285.68 mol
− (303.15 K ) − 162.821x10 −3

kJ
K mol

)

kJ
= − 236.32 mol

4.

Calculate change in Gibbs energy (∆cG) for the combustion of hydrogen at T =
30oC assuming heat capacity, C p ,m , is independent in this temperature range
Δ c G = Δ c H − TΔ c S

(

kJ
Δ c G = −285.67 mol
− (303.15 K ) − 162.814 x10 −3

kJ
K mol

) = − 236.31

kJ
mol

kJ
= − 236.31 mol

Find heat of combustion (∆cH) for acetate at T = 30oC

1.

Equation for acetate combustion

CH 3COOH (l ) + 2O2 ( g ) → 2CO2( g ) + 2 H 2O(l )
2.

Calculate Δ c H 298.15 K for acetate combustion at T = 25oC

(

)

(

Δ c H 298.15 K = 2 H f CO2 ( g ) + 2 H f (H 2 O(l ) ) − H f (CH 3COOH (l ) ) − 2 H f O2 ( g )

Δ c H 298.15 K = 2 H f (− 393.51
Δ c H 298.15 K

)

) + 2H f (− 285.83 ) − H f (− 485.76 ) − 2H f (0)
kJ
kJ
kJ
) + 2H f (− 285.83 mol
) − H f (− 485.76 mol
) − 2H f (0)
= 2 H f (− 393.51 mol
kJ
mol

kJ
mol

kJ
mol

kJ
Δ c H 298.15 K = − 872.92 mol

3.

Calculate Δ c H 303.15 K for acetate combustion at T = 30oC (assuming heat capacity,
Δ c C p ,m , is independent over temperature range)

Δ c H 303.15 K = Δ c H 298.15 K + ∫

303.15 K

298.15 K

(

)

Δ c C p ,m dT

(

Δ c C p ,m = 2C p ,m CO2 ( g ) + 2C p ,m (H 2 O(l ) ) − C p ,m (CH 3COOH (l ) ) − 2C p ,m O2 ( g )

)
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(

) (

) (

) (

)

(

)

J
J
J
J
= 2 37.11 K mol
+ 2 75.291 K mol
− 124.3 K mol
− 2 29.355 K mol

= 41.792

J
K mol

kJ
J
Δ c H 303.15 K = −872.92 mol
+ (303.15 K − 298.15 K ) 41.792 K mol
kJ
= − 872.711 mol

Find change in Gibbs free energy (∆cG) for combustion of acetate at T = 30oC

1.

Calculate, Δ c S 298.15 K , for acetate combustion at T = 25oC

(

)

(

Δ c S 298.15 K = 2 S m CO2 ( g ) + 2 S m (H 2 O(l ) ) − S m (CH 3COOH (l ) ) − 2 S m O2 ( g )

(

) (

) (

) (

)

J
J
J
J
Δ c S 298.15 K = 2 213.74 K mol
+ 2 69.91 K mol
− 159.8 K mol
− 2 205.138 K mol

)

J
= − 2.776 K mol

2.

Calculate, Δ c S 303.15 K , for acetate combustion at T = 30oC (assuming heat capacity,
Δ c C p ,m , is independent over temperature range)
303.15 K

ΔC p ,m dT

298.15 K

T

Δ c S 303.15 K = Δ c S 298.15 K + ∫

⎛ ⎛ 303.15 K ⎞ ⎞
J
J
⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎟
Δ c S 303.15 K = −2.776 K mol
+ 41.792 K mol
⎜ 298.15 K ⎟⎟ ⎟
⎠⎠
⎝ ⎝
J
= − 2.081 K mol

(

3.

)

Calculate change in Gibbs energy (∆cG) for the combustion of acetate at T = 30oC
assuming heat capacity, C p ,m , is independent in this temperature range
Δ c G = Δ c H − TΔ c S

(

kJ
Δ c G = −872.711 mol
− (303.15 K ) − 2.081x10 −3

kJ
K mol

)

kJ
= − 872.08 mol

Compare MEC results using ∆cH or ∆cG (use results from Eap = 0.4V )

1.

Calculate number of moles of hydrogen produced, nH 2 , during batch cycle
61
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Volume of H2 produced, VH 2 = 26.27 mL
Volume of ideal gas at T = 30oC, VIdeal =

nH 2 =

2.

VH 2
L
24.88 mol

=

22.414 L
(303.15 K ) = 24.88 L
273.15 K

0.026 L
= 0.00105mol H 2
L
24.88 mol

Energy content of produced H2 based on ∆cH
WH 2 = nH 2 Δ c H H 2

= (0.00105mol H 2 ) 285.67

kJ
mol H 2

= 0.299 kJ
3.

Energy content of produced H2 based on ∆cG
WH 2 = nH 2 Δ cGH 2

= (0.00105mol H 2 ) 236.31

kJ
mol H 2

= 0.248 kJ

Efficiency relative to electrical energy input:

1.

Calculate electrical energy consumed during batch cycle
n

(

)

WE = ∑ I E ap Δt − I 2 Rex Δt **
1

= 0.0844 kJ
** WE is found by summing the electrical energy input minus the loss over the 10
Ω resistor for an entire batch cycle. The current varied during the batch cycle, but
it was assumed constant over each 20 minute (Δt) interval. Since there was a
voltage loss over the resistor, the actual applied voltage across the reactor was less
than the stated applied voltages in the paper.
2.

Energy efficiency (based on ∆cH)
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ηE =
3.

WH 2
Win

=

0.299kJ
(100%) = 354%
0.0844kJ

Energy efficiency (based on ∆cG)

ηE =

WH 2
Win

=

0.248kJ
(100%) = 293%
0.0844kJ

Efficiency relative to substrate energy input:

1.

Calculate number of moles of acetate, nC2 H 3O2 , consumed during batch cycle
Total COD removal = 0.681

gCOD
L

Volume of medium added = 0.028 L
nC2 H 3O2 =

(ΔCOD)VNaC2 H 3O2
gCOD
(0.78 g NaC
) M NaC2 H 3O2
H O
2 3 2

=

(0.681
(0.78

)(0.028L)

gCOD
L
gCOD
g NaC2H3O2

g
) 82 mol

= 0.000298 mol

2.

Calculate the energy content of the consumed acetate (based on ∆cH)
WS = nC2 H 3O2 Δ c H C2 H 3O2

kJ
= (0.000298 mol )(872.71 mol
)
= 0.260kJ

3.

Calculate the energy content of the consumed acetate (based on ∆cG)
WS = nC2 H 3O2 Δ c GC2 H 3O2

kJ
= (0.000298mol )(872.08 mol
)
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= 0.260kJ

4.

Calculate the efficiency relative to the consumed acetate (based on ∆cH)

ηS =

5.

WH 2
WS

=

0.299kJ
(100%)) = 115%
0.260kJ

Calculate the efficiency relative to the consumed acetate (based on ∆cG)

ηS =

WH 2
WS

=

0.248kJ
(100%) = 95.4%
0.260kJ

Overall energy recovery (electrical input + substrate):

1.

Calculate the overall efficiency (based on ∆cH)

ηW + S =

2.

WH 2
WS + WE

=

0.299kJ
(100%) = 86.8%
0.260kJ + 0.0844kJ

Calculate the overall efficiency (based on ∆cG)

ηW + S =

WH 2
WS + WE

=

0.248kJ
(100%) = 72.0%
0.260kJ + 0.0844kJ

Energy demand

1.

Calculate energy demand, Ed
Ed =

2.

WE 0.0844 kJ 1kWh 1000 L
=
= 0.902 mkWh
3
H2
VH 2
0.026 L 3600 kJ 1m 3

Calculate energy demand on molar basis, En, (based on ∆cH)
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En =

(WE )(Δ c H H

2

)

nH 2

L
)
0.0844 kJ 1mol H 2 (24.88 mol
285.67 kJ (0.026 L )
mol H 2 consumed
= 0.283
mol H 2 produced

=

3.

Calculate energy demand on molar basis, En, (based on ∆cG)

En =

(WE )(Δ c GH

2

)

nH 2

L
)
0.0844 kJ 1mol H 2 (24.88 mol
236.31kJ (0.026 L )
mol H 2 consumed
= 0.342
mol H 2 produced

=
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